
Stop & Shop’s Proposal, 3D Model on-site :
Current Stop&Shop Proposal Analysis

(2013.8.23 HS Lee)

• The first set shown on the next pages is the current Stop&Shop proposal in 3D on the site. 

• Its ”Max-out Box Store” design encroaches the public and/or private  Property Lines. And, it is  
absurd that they further suggest demolition of the public rest room (Comfort Zone), and, change of 
the entire parking lot layout, re-done in year 2006~2007.

• Its design only contains 43 car-capacity in their garage on the 1st floor. The rest of the shoppers with 
vehicles will overcrowd the public parking lot. Yet, there has been no agreement between the 
Stop&Shop and the town residents for solutions. Instead, Stop&Shop appears to have approached 
Town Officials to resolve the matter without appropriate communication with the Tisbury community 
from the beginning.

• However, their expansion of 23,000sf(2nd floor grocery and prep) + 5,000sf(1st floor prep, storage) 
will need 3-4 times more parking spaces than currently proposed 43 spaces in their garage. 

• Without any remedy to this future shortage of the parking spaces, and, also without any clear 
solution to the added traffic congestion in Tisbury, Stop&Shop just wishes to go ahead with the 
original design, after many months, still refusing to answer for the concerns addressed throughout 
the 2 public hearings. 

• The proposal’s monolithic box, its height, the general shape will instantly disconnect perception of 
the townscape, potentially raising a safety issue, instead of enhancing the general townscape. 

• Encroaching and maneuvering the town property (Norton Lane, Town Parking Lot), and, attempting 
to remove the town’s facility (Public Restroom) should never be in their design. Their problems 
should be handled by them within their property line, and under their own responsibilities.

• This should NEVER be a burden- for now or in the future- to the town of Tisbury and its Residents. 
Hence, this proposal needs re-designing that will include the rising issues addressed so far.



Current Stop&Shop Proposal and their encroachment of the pedestrian access onto Norton Lane, 

- Closing Norton Lane toward Water Street for their Truck loading access, only to re-enforce their pursuit of 

Changing and Appearing to privatize the Public Parking Lot exclusively for their shoppers. 

However, Remember that all the issues are  only derived from their MAX-OUT approach of the size of their 

proposal building.

STOP & SHOP Proposal



from 5 Corners (Lagoon Pond Road)

STOP & SHOP Proposal



Monolithic,over-sized building Dwarfs the beaten 

path of Cromwell Lane and its abutting 1-, 2-story 

residences, where the historically significant old 

Tisbury can be glimpsed.

STOP & SHOP Proposal

from Cromwell Lane



Stop&Shop’s Proposal on Public domains imposes serious problems :

Blocking and Altering Norton Lane, changing Public Parking Lot Layout for their Truck access to West side of 

their building, Proposing to remove the Public Restroom.

This proposed Truck Loading zone’s location (West) is one of the serious issues the town of Tisbury 

should not overlook.

The unresolved safety concern for the compromised Pedestrian movement will continue to remain as a major 

problem on their North side, along the Public Parking Lot (Norton Lane).

The proposed ramp way is encroaching Norton Lane (public property) with no prior agreement with the town 

or the residents publicly. The ramp’s height will be 8-9ft above the ground. It will be very narrow a mere 6ft 

wide or less. Climbing and descending on the ramp way, to and from  the public parking lot and Norton Lane 

will be very challenging to pedestrians and cars alike.

Again, Pedestrians’ Safety will be greatly challenged by the frequent truck deliveries, and, as the depth of the 

area  is designed shorter than the actual trailers and cabs, its loading bay shutter will remain OPEN and it will 

be conflicting with the ramp way access. 

A continuous cutoff by cars, entering/exiting the garage entrance, located between two pedestrian accesses 

will be another issue. Perhaps, this is why Stop&Shop suggests to close off Norton Lane as their conclusion. 

It becomes clear that the whole design is to control over the public parking lot, by keeping their maximum 

building size. This Stop&Shop’s design will result in the burden of the public suffering in the future. 

I strongly insist that the Norton Lane and the public Parking Lot should NOT even be considered in their 

proposal. It will be a bad precedence for the town procedure, for being partial to one particular 

business owner.

STOP & SHOP Proposal



(PROBLEMS)

1. The proposal loading zone design doesn’t have an enough depth for the regular truck of 53+ ft. This cannot be 

the suitable condition for adjacent entrances.

2. And, considering the current truck delivery patterns out on the island 5-8 times, the future traffic flow will only be 

worsened with the increased frequencies of the trucks that will interfere with the public access to the building 

and to Norton Lane. 

3. It appears that Stop&Shop was aware and  simply proposed to close down Norton Lane, claiming the Parking

lot portion of Norton Lane as their own. 

4. I dare say this is a disrespectful challenge to the town and town residents, without any prior procedure to meet 

with the town residents from an open hearing. 

STOP & SHOP Proposal



Stop&Shop suggests ;

1. Norton Lane to be closed

2. Comfort Station to be removed 
for Truck Loading Zone

STOP & SHOP Proposal



Attempting to Privatize the Public Parking Lot
1. Their Truck Loading Bay is intentionally located on West Side

(Midnight Farm), assuming that they are granted to have a 

trespassing into the public parking lot.

2. Stop&Shop further insists removing the Comfort Station only to 

re-inforce their pursuit of privatizing the public parking lot, 

excluding the visitors for other businesses.

Ramp Way (Next to 

Truck loading zone) ; 

Unsafe and Inconvenient, 

6ft wide, 8~9ft high from 

Norton Lane & Public 

Parking Lot

STOP & SHOP Proposal

STOP & SHOP Proposal



STOP & SHOP Proposal1. Over-scaled, Monolithic Building,

2. Disconnected from the rest of the area, 

3.    Poor  perception of Town Center,

4. Safety Issue, 

5. 5. Traffic Congestion 



STOP & SHOP Proposal

from Steamship Ferry, Gateway to Martha’s Vineyard



Suggestion in 3D Diagram
(2013.8.23 HS Lee)

• Set back is not an option. It will be the fundamental way to avoid these unnecessary 
problems created by Stop&Shop Proposal design, which will be, otherwise, a burden 
to the residents of Town of Tisbury. 

• Monolithic Volume has been questioned and there have been suggestions for 
building masses broken into smaller to make sure the Stop & Shop building is not an 
intimidating scale to Pedestrians and give opportunities to create multiple 
accessibility and open spaces.

• If the next suggestions are embedded in their re-design, it will contribute to a 
successful incorporation of the new building into the Town Center; 

• (suggestions)

- Clarify Norton Lane as a CAR-designated access, 

- Identify and separate Pedestrian Access / Create a new South Side Foot path, 
separated from  the Traffic flows or Garage, truck entrance/exit points, 

- Locate multiple accesses, to deal with dual Levels of the building operation,

- Consider Main volume of the building design with additional space instead of 240ft-
long monolithic box,

- Treat First floor elevation design as a base for the single-storey building on top of it, 
This will respond better to minimize the negative height issues poorly addressed to 
overcome 11ft level differences of the sloped Norton Lane



2nd floor Direct 

Entrance 

from Main 

Street with 

Open Space

1st floor Entrance for 

Universal access, 

Drivers, Water Street 

Visitors

with Open Space

Suggestion 

New South Side Foot 

Path, linking 

other foot paths 

in the area for 

improved 

accessibility



Provide ample Set-

Backs to invite  people 

onto the premise and 

as a welcoming 

gesture. This will be 

better suited for the 

existing town grid.



Suggesting change of 

the Truck Loading 

location off Water St 

side (with Setback, that 

will help wide radius 

turning)



1. Landscape as visually inviting 

direction to Town Main St

2.    Visual Separation of Parking 

Lot, Shades to cool the area



d

SUGGESTION :

Create multiple accesses, 
linked with new Foot Path 
on South side as a secure 
and designate passage, 
that will connect the 
Beach Road, Water Street 
Union St into Main St  

Introduce Visual Connection 
by strategically creating 
transparent Elevations in 
Circulation zone in the 
building to expand the 
spatial experience, and, to 
animate interesting 
interaction to the visitors 
in the streets below



SUGGESTION :

Visually Separated Public 
Parking Lot from the 
proposed Stop&Shop 
building will continue to 
secure the public parking 
as it should be to everyone.

Water Retention with the big 
tree landscape, designated 
Sidewalks, identifying and 
emphasizing Pedestrian 
paths will create integrated 
and inviting perception of 
the town

Stop&Shop’s proposal, with their 
pursuit of maximum self-interest, 
has no open space in their premise.

In their Proposal, The Public Restroom 
is to be removed to give way to 
their truck Loading bay access

Norton Lane access toward Water 
Street is greatly deterred with their 
privatization of Norton lane into a 
new  foreground for their shoppers, 
this is a typical Suburban gesture, 
But, the townscape should not 
give in this way.





Further Suggestion of building volumes
within the context of Town of Tisbury

• The next is what could be a working shape and interactive gesture to the Streets and 
townscape in Tisbury to improve the area and enhance the perception in general. 

• Stop&Shop’s design only propose one monolithic volume and over-scaled height
with relatively shallow gable roofs at corners as a poor attempt to break the big box 
shape. But they fail to respond to the site appropriately.

• Furthermore, their design did not respond to the solution for great ground level 
changes, and, have little consideration of the adjacent streets, abutters, the town 
pedestrians, and the townscape, landscape treatment, by any means.

• The divided, and, generously hipped roofs at the different levels and setbacks of 
the volumes will noticeably change the perception of the scale of the new building.

• Major Setbacks, Reduced Building size, Multiple accesses, Open spaces, 
designated Pedestrian path, Street furniture, Landscape, Lighting, Signs should 
all be carefully placed to make sure the building and the surrounding areas are 
seamlessly put together.

• In this suggestion, the building height can be reduced, with the integrated structural 
and facility system, and with a careful zoning strategy with the outer, low-ceiling wing 
volumes for the stalls, delis, pickup refrigeration, sitting areas, movement. 

• Instead of One Hyper-store diagrammatic plan layout, Stop&Shop should come up 
with more site-specific design approach with site and town specific analyses and 
clear and precise set goals.



SUGGESTION : 

SETBACK-New South Side 
Foot Path will  invite 

visitors and locals into 
the site, safeguarding 

them from the Car 
Flows from Norton 

Lane





SUGGESTION : 

Re-enforcing 
Pedestrian 

Paths



SUGGESTION : 

Re-enforcing Pedestrian 
Paths

Dual Level Pedestrian 
Entries to the 

Building, avoiding 
Norton Lane



SUGGESTION : 

Set Back of Building relates better 
with the old Grid of Cromwell 

Lane,

Re-enforcing Foot paths -
Extended Perception to 

Veteran Memorial Playground 
(found open space)



SUGGESTION : 

Set Back of Building relates better with 
Water Street, Animated Open Space 

will invite people,

Re-enforcing Foot paths – Safeguarding 
& Directing the pedestrians, 

Extended Perception to Harbor/ Water 
Front (found vignette)






